
Celebrity Hair Extension

Celebrity hair styles to curl up and dye over

How women with short hair can capture the look of long-haired celebrities for
just a night - or a year! 

There are a lot of hair extensions available
today. There are different price points and
quality grades too. Pelo Hair, Los Angeles is a
new company offering celebrity quality hair
extensions at affordable prices. The products
can be ordered nationwide by both
consumers and stylists.

Katy Perry, Tyra Banks, Kim Kardashian and
Janet Jackson are all advocated of changing
their hair styles with the use of hair
extensions. Their secret is in the quality of
product they use! When looking to go from
short to a longer length, or to simply add
volume to a short hair style, hair extensions
no longer have to be a luxury just the stars can afford.

Pelo Hair gives short haired women a celebrity quality choice when it comes to
real, virgin hair extensions. Women can add extensions for a single special
evening or to last up to three years. 

The company offers custom clip on extensions, regular
long lasting extensions, specialized colors, and beautiful
natural highlights and lowlights with their products.

When looking to add hair extensions, for volume, length
and/or color, you want a product that doesn't tangle
easily and looks natural. Remy hair extensions, used by
Pelo Hair, accomplishes this need for short haired
clients by ensuring all the extensions have hair cuticles
going the same direction. 

Katy Perry with short straight hair
Photography: Solarpix

Adding extensions
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Pelo Hair is unique because the products can be delivered directly to the
consumer. You can order a remy, virgin hair extension to be cut and/or colored
by your specific stylist OR the company can customize the extensions for you.
Going from short to long has never been easier! Because these hair extensions
are derived from virgin hair, they can be chemically processed match your
desired look! Natural wavy, straight and curly hair extensions are all available.

Types of extensions

Brazilian, Malaysian, and Indian Remy Virgin hair are the highest quality
extensions. They are compatible with Caucasians, African American, Asian, and
other ethnic hair types. The hair extensions come in a variety of colors. Some
even offer natural sun-kissed highlights and even deeply right lowlights.

Independent you!

Playing with long hair. Women who have short hair really do love their look.
However, women are daring beings and love to tailor their looks to current
trends or special events. Hair extensions allow women to add color and length
without the commitment. Pelo Hair offers beautiful custom clip-in extensions.
They clip in products maintain the natural appearance of the regular extension
products offered by Pelo Hair, and can simply be put in by users themselves or
by a professional stylist.

Find Pelo Hair - Los Angeles Products!
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Pelo Hair samples, and products, can be ordered directly from Pelo-Hair.com.
More information for consumers and cosmetologist can be obtained by calling
888-501-4216. Pelo Hair currently has an exclusive Hair Bar inside of 180 Salon
in Beverly Hills (off of Labrea and Wilshire) and a custom clip-on hair extension
service inside of Daria Jade Medi-Spa in Moorpark, California. Pelo Hair Los
Angeles' Hair Bars are available for salons nationwide. For more information, or a
press packet, please contact Niki Motz at Pelo Hair.
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Kim Kardashian's Hairy Moment with Pelo Hair!

Pelo Hair, Los Angeles, was
on the red carpet with Kim
Kardashian, and sisters, this
past month.

Niki Motz is the owner of
Pelo, Hair Los Angeles. Her
company has been involved
in some of the greatest
events in entertainment this
past year. Her products have
been featured in international
print campaigns, Grammy
related events, used in
celebrity visited salons and
just recently were featured on
radio personality Amy Heart.
Heart, who is known for her
A-list celebrity interviews
such as Drake, Joe Jackson,
String and Floyd
Mayweather, Jr., was wearing
Pelo Hair when she spoke

with Kim Kardashian, and her sisters, on the red-carpet for Chateau Nightclub in Las Vegas. 

Pelo Hair caters to individuals, cosmetologists and salons. The company provides hair
extensions that are of celebrity grade quality. Pelo Hair services clients nationwide and is
featured in two salons in the state of California. 

As Pelo Hair continues to grow, the company is reaching out to women not only to provide
luxurious products at inexpensive prices, but to provide a self of empowerment through
example. Pelo hair is owned by a female minority. The company’s philosophy is to provide
inspiration through beauty and self-growth. 

Within the first year of formation, Pelo Hair is quickly becoming a national brand recognized
for providing quality products that cater to a diverse demographic of income levels and
ethnicities. In addition, Pelo Hair products are being sought after by top-notch salons, medi-
spas, and hair-dressers who have “the everyday women” as the majority of their clientele. 

Pelo Hair’s tag line is “for hair that’s better than gold” for a reason. The company only uses
the best products. The gold standard isn’t good enough for Pelo Hair clients. That is why
Pelo Hair is better than gold. The products can last up to three years are derived of real,
virgin hair. 

Pelo Hair’s extensions are available in straight, curly, and wavy. The Indian, Brazilian and
Malaysian real, virgin extensions by Pelo Hair are proven to become less tangled than real
hair extensions offered in many beauty supply stores. 
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Sober & Sexy: Celebrities with Rehab Success Stories!
(PHOTOS)Celebuzz
Being in the spotlight can be tough and the constant pressure
for celebrities to be perfect can sometimes be too much to
handle. Whatever the reason, it could be growing up as a
rebellious teenager or maybe struggling with weight issues, ...

HFPA Donates $1.5 Million to Charities
Hollywood Reporter
BEVERLY HILLS — Leonardo DiCaprio, Gerald Butler,
Kevin Bacon, Jessica Chastain and Japanese pop star Yoshiki
were among the celebrities who turned out for the Hollywood
Foreign Press Association's annual officer installation
luncheon Thursday, ...
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Pelo Hair products are gentle enough to naturally compliment African American hair, which
is the most delicate type of hair. Pelo Hair’s extensions also look beautiful paired against
Asian and Caucasian hair, as well as other ethnicities. 

Pelo Hair products are 100% customizable. Since all Pelo Hair’s products are made up of
virgin hair, the hair extensions can be chemically treated, styled and dyed as if the
extensions were the client’s normal, everyday hair. Pelo Hair can also custom dye their
products for each client’s individual needs. Naturally, some of Pelo Hair’s extensions have
attractive sun-kissed, organic looking highlights and stunning, unrefined burgundy wine-
toned lowlights. 

Pelo Hair sells their products by the ounce. A ten inch ounce is $30.00. An average head of
hair will cost approximately $300.00. Pelo Hair is available for individual purchase or for
salon wholesale. 

• Founded in 2010 by Niki Motz 
• Specializes in remy hair extensions. 
• Indian, Brazilian, and Malaysian hair extensions offered. 
• Curly, Straight, and Wavy Hair extensions offered. 
• Virgin or dyed hair extensions offered. 
• Hair extensions are $30.00 an ounce. 
• Pelo Hair extensions are sold online to clients directly. 
• Pelo Hair extensions are sold online to salons and stylists directly. 
• Pelo Hair extensions can be sold, online, as clients request customization. 
• The first Pelo Hair Bar is located at Salon 180 in Los Angeles, California. 
• A customized clip-on extension service is available at Daria Jade Salon in Moorpark,
California. 
• Pelo Hair sponsored The Skin Is In fashion show in Oakland, California in 2010. 
• Pelo Hair’s target demographic is “the everyday women”. The company provides celebrity
quality hair extensions to women nationwide. 
• Pelo Hair’s featured clients range in ages 18 – 45, with an emphasis in furnishing African
American women with a high-end product that is inexpensive and maintains the integrity of
their natural hair. 

Pelo Hair can be found at: 

Salon 180 
684 South LaBrea 
Los Angeles, CA 90036 
salon180beautylounge.com 

Daria Jade Medi Spa 
6593 Collins Drive 
Moorpark, CA 93021 
dariajade.com 

Pelo Hair, Los Angeles 
www.pelo-hair.com 

Public Relations Firm 
www.jumpstartink.com 
702-529-0290. Ext 4 
Helene Vece, Account Representative 
helene@jumpstartink.com
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Pelo Hair, Los Angeles

Pelo Hair, Los Angeles is Top Notch in Oakland, CA
Pelo Hair, Los Angeles will be hosting a hair party at Top Notch
Hair Design in Oakland, CA on March 19th.

On March 19, 2011 Pelo Hair Los Angeles will host a hair 
party at Top Notch Hair Design in Oakland, California. 
Pelo Hair Los Angeles has participated in events such as 
The Academy Awards, The Grammys and recently had a 
feature in Short Hair Style- a nationally recognized 
magazine. 

Pelo Hair, Los Angeles was founded by Niki Motz in 2010. 
Pelo Hair caters to individuals, cosmetologists and 
salons. The company provides hair extensions that are of
celebrity grade quality. Pelo Hair services clients 
nationwide and is featured in two salons in the state of 
California. 

As Pelo Hair continues to grow, the company is reaching 
out to women not only to provide luxurious products at 
inexpensive 

Pelo hair, Los Angeles owner Niki 
Motz

prices, but to provide a self of empowerment
through example. Pelo hair is owned by a female minority. The company’s philosophy is
to provide inspiration through beauty and self-growth. 

Within the first year of formation, Pelo Hair is quickly becoming a national brand 
recognized for providing quality products that cater to a diverse demographic of income
levels and ethnicities. In addition, Pelo Hair products are being sought after by 
top-notch salons, medi-spas, and hair-dressers who have “the everyday women” as the 
majority of their clientele. 

Pelo Hair’s tag line is “for hair that’s better than gold” for a reason. The company only 
uses the best products. The gold standard isn’t good enough for Pelo Hair clients. That 
is why Pelo Hair is better than gold. The products can last up to three years are derived 
of real, virgin hair. 

Pelo Hair’s extensions are available in straight, curly, and wavy. The Indian, Brazilian 
and Malaysian real, virgin extensions by Pelo Hair are proven to become less tangled 
than real hair extensions offered in many beauty supply stores. 

Pelo Hair products are gentle enough to naturally compliment African American hair, 
which is the most delicate type of hair. Pelo Hair’s extensions also look beautiful paired 
against Asian and Caucasian hair, as well as other ethnicities. 

Pelo Hair, Decide To Be Beautiful, and Given Liqueur provided all the hair, make-up, and
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nail services to invited artists such as Melanie Fiona and Keri Hilson for a Grammy 
event. In addition, the executive staff for Def Jam, Capitol, EMI, Universal Motown and 
Atlantic Records were invited to the event. 

More information can be found at PELO-HAIR.COM or by calling:
(888) 501-4216

Pelo Hair, Los Angeles believes that everyone deserves to have access to the finest 
quality hair on the market no matter where you live! Pelo Hair is about a lifestyle and is 
geared toward the discerning client that understands quality is not an option. If you 
don't live in Los Angeles or New York, you have probably been destined to purchase 
decent but mediocre hair at a beauty supply store. 

I decided to open Pelo Hair, Los Angeles because I would repeatedly meet women that 
had no choice but to fly hundreds of miles to purchase that "Celebrity" quality hair. My 
sister happened to be one of those people! Sure you can go to any website and 
purchase hair, but I am confident that once you have experienced the exquisite texture 
of our remy human hair extensions, you will not want anything else. 

Pelo Hair, Los Angeles is uniquely positioned to allow you to sample the product before 
purchasing, thus giving you the opportunity to see and feel the difference. We offer a 
variety of remy hair extensions, including, Chinese and Indian hair extensions. Our 
sampling program can be found under the product section. Also, for an up close and 
personal introduction to your very own "celebrity" hair, visit our blog "nikspicks.com" to
see what's new with Pelo Hair, Los Angeles. At Pelo Hair, Los Angeles we are committed
to the highest level of customer service and satisfaction. I am confident that you will 
enjoy this hair as much as my sister and I do. 
 
Enjoy!

Locations that carry Pelo Hair:

Salon 180
684 South LaBrea
Los Angeles, CA 90036
http://www.salon180beautylounge.com

Daria Jade Medi Spa
6593 Collins Drive
Moorpark, CA 93021
http://www.dariajade.com

Niki Motz
Pelo Hair, Los Angeles

107 North Reino Road, #124
Newbury Park, California
United States 91320

Voice: 1-888-501-4216
E-Mail: 
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Website: http://pelo-hair.com
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MORE: Detangling Keri Hilson African American Hair Hair Product

Pelo Hair Los Angeles Hosting Hair Party
at Top Notch Hair Design in Oakland,
California
Neighborhood: Downtown Oakland
Oakland, CA 94601
United States of America

African American Fashion and Beauty Pet Peeves
There are certain beauty and fashion pet peeves that are specific to the
African American woman. Check out some of these popular beauty pitfalls,

Pelo Hair Los Angeles Hosting Hair Event for the
Public on March 19, 2011!

Helene Vece of JumpStart Ink, Yahoo! Contributor Network
Mar 11, 2011 "Contribute content like this. Start Here."

On March 19, 2011 Pelo Hair Los Angeles will host a hair party at Top Notch Hair Design in Oakland,
California. Pelo Hair Los Angeles has participated in events such as The Academy Awards, The

Grammysm and recently had a feature in Short
Hair Style- a nationally recognized magazine.

Pelo Hair, Los Angeles was founded by Niki Motz
in 2010. Pelo Hair caters to individuals,
cosmetologists and salons. The company
provides hair extensions that are of celebrity
grade quality. Pelo Hair services clients
nationwide and is featured in two salons in the
state of California.

As Pelo Hair continues to grow, the company is
reaching out to women not only to provide
luxurious products at inexpensive prices, but to
provide a self of empowerment through example.
Pelo hair is owned by a female minority. The
company's philosophy is to provide inspiration
through beauty and self-growth.

Within the first year of formation, Pelo Hair is quickly becoming a national brand recognized for
providing quality products that cater to a diverse demographic of income levels and ethnicities. In
addition, Pelo Hair products are being sought after by top-notch salons, medi-spas, and hair-dressers
who have "the everyday women" as the majority of their clientele.

Pelo Hair's tag line is "for hair that's better than gold" for a reason. The company only uses the best
products. The gold standard isn't good enough for Pelo Hair clients. That is why Pelo Hair is better
than gold. The products can last up to three years are derived of real, virgin hair.

Pelo Hair's extensions are available in straight, curly, and wavy. The Indian, Brazilian and Malaysian
real, virgin extensions by Pelo Hair are proven to become less tangled than real hair extensions
offered in many beauty supply stores.
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and how to combat them...

Best Supplements to Take to Grow Biracial or
African-American Hair Long
This article describes the types of supplements and
amounts to take to grow your hair long and strong quickly.

African American Hair Dos, Going the Curly Perm Route
How many times have you wondered what it would be like to be carefree
and have low maintenance hair?

Why Are More Black Women Turning Away from
African-American Salons?
Years ago, I stopped patronizing many of the African-
American salons that I used to visit. A lot of women have

also followed my lead. But why? Here are some common theories...

Best Products to Use on the Market Geared Toward African-
American Women
While black hair appears to very strong, it is actually fragile and breaks
easy. To grow long beautiful hair, there are several things that African
American women need to know.
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MORE: Hair Salon 2011 Grammys Hair Extensions Short Hair Styles Missy Elliott

Pelo Hair Extension Party!
Neighborhood: SCC
Sacramento, CA 95818
United States of America

How to Apply Hair Extensions for a Great Holiday Look
It's easy to apply hair extensions for the holidays with a temporary liquid

Pelo-Hair Offers Hair Party for the
Public on the 25th of April!
Pelo-Hair Featured in Prague Photo Shoot for L'Oreal
SoftSheen.Carson

Helene Vece of JumpStart Ink, Yahoo! Contributor Network
Apr 10, 2011 "Contribute content like this. Start Here."

The customized, real hair extensions found on www.Pelo-Hair.com were recently used in a photo
shoot for L'Oreal SoftSheen.Carson. The photo shoot took place in Prague and the hair portion of the

photo shoot was under the direction of celebrity
stylist Keith Campbell.

Pelo Hair, Los Angeles was founded by Niki Motz
in 2010. Pelo Hair, Los Angeles caters to
individuals, cosmetologists and salons. The
company provides hair extensions that are of
celebrity quality but are everyday affordable.
Pelo Hair, Los Angeles services clients
nationwide and is featured in two salons in the
state of California.

Recently, Pelo Hair, Los Angeles was featured in
Short Hair Style magazine and acted as a beauty
participant for celebrity events related to the
2011 Grammys and the 2011 Academy Awards.
Pelo Hair, Los Angeles is quickly becoming a

national brand recognized for providing quality products that cater to a diverse demographic of
income levels and ethnicities.

Pelo Hair, Los Angeles' extensions are available in straight, curly, and wavy. Their Indian, Brazilian
and Malaysian real, virgin extensions are proven to become less tangled than hair extensions offered
in many beauty supply stores. It is this "gold" standard that the company prides itself on that has led
to opportunities, such as contributing hair extensions for an official L'Oreal photo shoot under a top
stylist backed by a rolodex of celebrity clients.

L'Oreal acquired SoftSheen.Carson from a merger in 2000. SoftSheen is the world-leader in hair care
products for women of African descent. L'Oreal is the world leader when it comes to premier
products for hair care and skin care.
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Pelo Hair Los Angeles Hosting Hair Event for the
Public on March 19, 2011!

Products to Keep Hair Extensions Looking Great
Longer

How to Correctly Care for Your Hair Extensions

Two Options for Copying Celebrities Hair
Extensions

Hair Extensions:Before And After Care

Miley Cyrus New "Do" - $24,000 Hair Extensions!!

How to Apply Glue in Hair Extensions

www.pelo-hair.com
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bonding agent. Follow these steps and you'll have a gorgeous head of hair
in less than 30 minutes.

Clip in Hair Extensions
Seven different places to buy clip in hair extensions in a variety of prices.

Kim Kardashian Bazaar Bare All - the Naked Truth
About the Kim Kardashia...
Kim Kardashian Bazaar bare all. The naked truth about the
Kim Kardashian, Harper's Bazaar, Photo Shoot.

Sexy Halloween Hairstyles for Women 2010 - Wigs
and Hair Extensions
Wigs and hair extensions for Halloween are often reasonably
priced, providing an affordable way to enhance your entire

costume. Here is a list of the best wigs and hair extensio...

Where to Find Remy Hair Extensions
Hair extensions seem to be getting more popular as
consumers are willing to spend money on the beauty
products, a popular hair product is Remy Hair Extensions.

Here you will fi...
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Pelo Hair Los Angeles Sponsored Celebrity Amy
Heart’s Extensions For Nikki Beach’s Grand Opening
In Las Vegas.

Pelo Hair Los Angeles had a
presence at the grand
opening for internationally
acclaimed beach club Nikki
Beach Las Vegas. Celebrities
in attendance included Holly
Madison, Dan Akroyd, Halle
Berry, Gladys Knight and
Amy Heart. Heart, who is
sponsored by Pelo Hair Los
Angeles, spent time showing
off Pelo Hair’s exclusive Remi
hair extensions in photos
with celebrities Wayne
Newton and Rita Rudner.

The Nikki Beach event is just
one of many high-end affairs
Pelo Hair Los Angeles has
been a part of this year. Pelo
Hair has participated in
Grammy and Academy Award
related events with celebrities

Melanie Fiona and Keri Hilson. The company was also featured in Short Hair Style magazine
and the products were used by celebrity hair stylist Keith Campbell (Missy Elliott, Serena
and Venus Williams and Rozonda “Chili”Thomas) for an international photo shoot. 

As a result of the company’s success, Pelo Hair Los Angeles is expanding its global reach.
Currently, Pelo Hair is sold online and offered in two upscale California salons. Pelo Hair’s
presence in Beverly Hills can be found in Salon 180. The stylists at Salon 180 have worked
on clients such as Rihanna, Nicole Ari Parker, Kimora Lee Simons, and Jada Pinkett-Smith.
Pelo Hair’s products are also being sold at "Absolutely Beautiful Hair" beauty supply in
Oxnard, California.

Pelo Hair, Los Angeles’ extensions are available in straight, curly, and wavy. Their Indian,
Brazilian and Malaysian real, virgin extensions are proven to become less tangled than hair
extensions offered in many low-level beauty supply stores. Pelo Hair Los Angeles caters to
individuals, cosmetologists and salons. The company provides hair extensions that are of
celebrity quality but are everyday affordable. a
More information on Pelo Hair Los Angeles can be found at www.Pelo-Hair.com
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Celebrities tweet a message to 'Dad'!
TheCelebrityCafe.com
Celebrities filled their fans' Twitter feeds with a shout-out to
their fathers today. Some of the celebs included: Justin Bieber,
Kim Kardashian, Khloe Kardashian Odom, Paris Hilton and
Ryan Seacrest. Justin Bieber: "happy father's day
@lordbieber ...

Celebrities & Crowdsourcing Back $2.2 Million Bid In
Auction Of Marilyn Monroe ...PR Newswire (press release)
The campaign has been unique, distinguishing itself for its
grounbreaking platform, agility in mobilizing $3.1 million in
bidding power, and skill in drawing the support of celebrities
from the world of film, fashion and entertainment. ...
Related Articles »

No space travel deals for Shatner and other celebrities
CTV.ca
(AP Photo/Lionel Cironneau) MONTREAL — The billionaire
businessman behind Virgin Galactic says William Shatner --
and other celebrities -- shouldn't expect any free rides into
space. The space-tourism enterprise is already taking
reservations for ...

Celebrities rock the red carpet at MuchMusic Video Awards
Globe and Mail
Australian singer Cody Simpson arrives on the red carpet
during the MuchMusic Video Awards in Toronto June 19,
2011. Singer Fefe Dobson arrives for the MuchMusic Video
Awards in Toronto, June 19, 2011. Canadian pop band Sweet
Thing arrives on the red ...
Related Articles »
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